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In the last issue of F&F we reviewed a lovely book by Richard Hamilton who lived and 
worked in Morocco as a BBC correspondent and discovered storytelling and storytellers 
in the bazaars there. I feel very lucky that he agreed to write this piece about a meeting 
with an old storyteller especially for the magazine. 
 

I  found him sitting on a mattress in a dark room praying. It had taken hours to track him down 
amid the narrow crumbling streets of the medina. Ahmed Temiicha was once the most fa-
mous hlayki or storyteller in Marrakech but now he is old, blind and very frail. 

His daughter looks after him in 
an ancient riad where balconies 
and washing lines look down 
onto an inner courtyard with 
peeling walls and uneven pav-
ing stones. I switched on my 
recording equipment and began 
to listen to the great man's sto-
ries. His eyes lit up as he re-
counted the long twisting tale of 
“The Apples of El-Ghaliya bent 
Mansour" - an enchantress who 
lived beneath the seventh sea. 
She would, he said, sleep for a 
year and stay wide awake for 
the next twelve months. She 
would make her bed with half of 
her hair and cover herself in the 
other half when she slept. The virgin queen had a palace with seven doors guarded by seven 
watchmen. Her underwater realm was renowned for having the most beautiful garden rich with 
fruit, the most valuable of which were the apples. The hero of the story has to steal an apple in 
order to marry the beautiful princess who is unhappily betrothed to his father. 
Like tales from ‘A Thousand and One Nights’, traditional Moroccan fables are essentially fanta-
sies; a world were the listeners have permission to dream, to escape the often humdrum exis-
tence of their everyday lives. But the stories are also morality tales and teach people how to live 
a good life. 
Ahmed Temiicha's life is like a potted history of Morocco in the last century. He remembers si-
lent movies that were shown in a store in Marrakech and recalled a time when he said the films 
'started to talk.' He told me of an incident during the French occupation, just before independ-
ence in 1956 when, wanting to taste alcohol for the first time, he bought a bottle of pastis from a 
Jewish store owner. There was a curfew at night and gendarmes stopped him at a barricade. 
They frisked him and found the bottle hidden in a fold of his djellaba. 'We're not looking for alco-
hol,' they said, 'we're looking for guns.' At this time, he said, the storytellers or hlaykia used to 
tell political stories as part of the underground resistance struggle against the French Protector-
ate. As the storytellers spoke in the Berber language, the authorities rarely suspected anything 
was amiss. He said Berber hlaykia used to pass messages onto one another in code. Although 
the subterfuge was generally successful, one renowned hlayki, Omar Ahroush, was arrested 
several times. 
Ahmed could remember that in the 1960s hippies would join the halka – the circle formed by an 
audience surrounding the hlayki. They were smoking hashish and had no idea what the stories 
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were about but they seemed to enjoy them none the 
less. By the 1980s Ahmed’s sight began to go and, 
unable to make his way to the square, he reluctantly 
gave up being a professional storyteller. 
As I listened to his memories and recorded his sto-
ries, told in a hypnotic lilt, I felt as if I was going into 
a trance, that by entering that room I had climbed 
into a time machine. Maybe someone had pumped 
hashish into the room? Time and space loosened 
themselves from their moorings and ceased to have 
meaning. The storyteller speaks; the listener simply 
listens. This must have been what it was like centu-
ries ago in remote Berber villages in the Atlas Moun-
tains or by the camp fires of desert caravanserai be-
neath the stars. It had been an immense privilege to 
sit and listen to Ahmed in that humble room with its 
broken tiles and old mattresses. By telling stories he 
seemed to keep himself alive, and he enchanted me. 
In the land of the blind the storyteller is king. 
Forty years ago, Ahmed was in good company; 
there were eighteen storytellers performing in Marra-
kech's main square, the Jemaa el Fna, but now 
there are less than half a dozen still alive and almost 
all of them have retired. It is thought storytellers 

have told tales here since the founding of the Red City in the eleventh century. But this unique 
unbroken chain of oral tradition has been torn asunder by modern technological distractions. 
Today's Marrakchis would rather see movies, watch television, play computer games or stare 
passively at screens in the ubiquitous internet cafes than listen to a hlyaki. The United Nations 
heritage organisation, UNESCO, has tried to stem the flow of this depressing gradual cultural 
erosion by making the Jemaa el Fna a world heritage site and the stories part of the world’s 
‘intangible oral heritage’ but seemingly without success. The days of the storytellers are num-
bered. We are witnessing the decline of a rich tradition unable to compete with the dizzying 
pace of modernity. ‘When a storyteller dies, a library burns’ locals will tell you. The stories may 
crumble like the buildings of the medina or disappear like the peeling paint in Ahmed Temiicha’s 
riad. 
When I left his house that afternoon, I blinked in the sunlight feeling disorientated as if emerging 
from a matinee performance at the cinema. I walked down a narrow side street, ascended a 
steep ramp and a curious hole in the wall to find myself back in one of the bustling main thor-
oughfares of the city. It was as if I had emerged from something out of Ahmed Temiicha’s own 
stories - a ghoul’s grotto, a cavern of treasures guarded by a djinn or the underwater palace of 
El-Ghaliya bent Mansour.  
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